
Sec$on	8.	
突発天体研究の最前線

8.1	時間軸天文学	

8.2	突発天体探査	

8.3	マルチメッセンジャー天文学



•物理学を使って宇宙の爆発天体に挑む
•星はなぜ爆発するのかを理解する
• 星の構造と星の進化（復習）
• 超新星の爆発メカニズム

•超新星爆発の観測量を理解する
• 電磁波放射のメカニズム
• 観測量から物理を引き出す

•宇宙の元素の起源を理解する
•突発天体天文学を味わう

恒星物理学特論II「超新星爆発の理論と観測」



Sec$on	8.	
突発天体研究の最前線

8.1	時間軸天文学	

8.2	突発天体探査	

8.3	マルチメッセンジャー天文学



時間軸天文学とは？
時間的に明るさが変動する天体や	

突発的に現れる天体を対象にする天文学

1.		定常成分がある場合	  
						==>	変光星、変動天体	

2.		突然現れる場合	  
　		==>	突発天体	(新星、超新星、ガンマ線バーストなど)

変動のタイムスケール	<	人類のタイムスケールなら	

全て対象となりうる



(例	1)	星形成

おうし座分子雲	
理科年表	h#ps://www.rikanenpyo.jp/kaisetsu/tenmon/tenmon_009_2.html

分子雲コアの自由落下時間	~	105	yr

Tタウリ星

https://www.rikanenpyo.jp/kaisetsu/tenmon/tenmon_009_2.html
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Figure 6. Rotation period distribution of all periodic TTSs in this study. Note that periods within ±0.05 d of integer days are
excluded as aliases from each 1 d period bin (see the text).
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Figure 7. Rotation period distribution by star type. Note that periods within ±0.05 d of integer days are excluded as aliases
from each 1 d period bin (see the text). (a) The rotation period distribution of CTTSs with mean rotation period 6.87 d. (b) The
rotation period distribution of WTTSs with the mean rotation period 5.84 d. The Anderson-Darling test of these distributions
has a p-value of 0.44, which implies that there is no significant di↵erence between the rotation periods of CTTS and WTTS.

very similar, with mean rotation periods for CTTSs and WTTSs of 6.87 d and 5.84 d, respectively. To quantify
this, we used a K-Sample Anderson-Darling (A-D) test (Scholz & Stephens 1987) as implemented in the kSamples

package (Scholz & Zhu 2015) in R to test whether the two samples are significantly di↵erent. The A-D test is a non-
parametric hypothesis test that measures the likelihood of two univariate distributions being drawn from the same
parent population. We used the critical value ↵ = 0.05 for this test. The A-D test p-value in this case is 0.44, which
implies that the CTTS and WTTS rotation period distributions are indeed consistent with having been drawn from
the same population (Figure 6).
Next, we assess the evidence for possible changes in rotational properties as a function of stellar age. Figure 8 shows

the rotation period distributions based on Orion OB1 sub-region. The mean rotation periods for OB1b (⇠4 Myr) and
OB1a(⇠10 Myr) are 6.55 d and 4.37 d, respectively, and the A-D test p-value for these distributions is 0.025, implying
that there is indeed a di↵erence in the distributions between 4 and 10 Myr at 97.5% confidence. That there is a
di↵erence in rotation periods among stars in di↵erent aged clusters but not between CTTSs and WTTSs as a whole is
consistent with previous work that finds significant age overlaps between CTTSs and WTTSs. Thus, it is by examining
stars according to their cluster ages that we detect the e↵ects of rotational evolution with age. In particular, we can
infer from this result that stars at 10 Myr rotate faster than their counterparts at 4 Myr, suggesting that PMS stars
experience spinup as they contract during this phase of evolution when protoplanetary disks have mostly or entirely
dissipated.

5. DISCUSSION: TESTING ROTATIONAL EVOLUTION MODELS FROM 1 MYR TO 10 MYR

We can also compare our resulting rotation period distributions with that of the much younger stars (⇠1–2 Myr) in
the Orion Nebula Cluster (e.g., Stassun et al. 1999). The rotation period distribution of TTSs in the ONC has a mean

Tタウリ星

S. H. P. Alencar et al.: Accretion dynamics and disk evolution in NGC 2264
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Fig. 1. A sample of 6 CTTS light curves from the COROT observation of NGC 2264. F0 corresponds to the maximum flux value of each LC. Light
curves a and b have been classified as spot-like, c and d as AA Tau-like, and e and f as irregular.

a typical U − V excess of −1.69 ± 0.57 mag. Using the one σ
upper boundary in each spectral type range as a threshold for
differentiating CTTS from WTTS (−0.58 for K0-K6, and −1.12
for K7-M3), we selected 7 stars as CTTSs based only on their
U − V excess. While the value of −0.5 mag proposed by Rebull
et al. (2002) seems to be adequate for stars in the K0-K6 spectral
range, it is apparently too large for selecting K7-M3 CTTSs in
NGC 2264.

We found 83 CTTSs among the 301 observed cluster mem-
bers and we present in Table 1 the data used to make the
CTTS classification. The Hα equivalent width was taken from
Rebull et al. (2002) and Dahm & Simon (2005), except for
six stars (CID 223957455, 223959618, 223964667, 223968688,
223991832, 223994721) for which we measured the Hα equiv-
alent width ourselves, using high resolution hectoechelle spec-
tra kindly provided by Gabor Fűrész. The U − V excess data
were obtained from Rebull et al. (2002) and Fallscheer &
Herbst (2006) (a data table was kindly provided by Cassandra
Fallscheer), and the Hα width at 10% intensity was taken from
Fűrész et al. (2006).

Some CTTSs selected based on their U − V excess had Hα
values smaller than 10 Å and would therefore not be selected as
CTTS based only on their Hα equivalent width. However, their
U − V excess values are smaller than our established threshold
values and in the same range as many other systems with either
Hα equivalent widths greater than 10 Å or Hα widths at 10%
larger than 270 km s−1. We took into consideration that both Hα
equivalent width and U −V excess are strongly variable in these
stars and were not measured simultaneously. It therefore appears
reasonable to use both criteria to select possible CTTSs.

3.2. Morphological light curve classification

We searched for periodical variations in the LCs of the ob-
served CTTSs, using the Scargle periodogram as modified by
Horne & Baliunas (1986), and found that 51 of 83 CTTSs ex-
hibited periodical variability. Periodic LCs were divided into

two groups: group PI, containing sinusoidal-like LCs with a sta-
ble shape from cycle to cycle, and group PII, flat-topped LCs
with a clear maximum interrupted by minima that varied in
width and depth from cycle to cycle. The variations in group PI
are associated with long-lived spots with lifetimes of at least of
weeks, while group PII is associated with AA Tau-like systems,
where most of the variability is caused by the obscuration of
the stellar photosphere by circumstellar disk material. The non-
periodical LCs (group NP) may be due to either obscuration by
non-uniformly distributed circumstellar material or non-steady
accretion, or both.

A total of 83 CTTSs belonging to NGC 2264 were observed
by CoRoT, 28 of which were classified as spot-like (group PI),
23 as AA Tau-like (group PII), and 32 as irregular (group NP). A
sample of light curves of each type is shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2,
we present the periodical LCs of Fig. 1 folded in phase with
the periods determined with the Scargle periodogram as modi-
fied by Horne & Baliunas (1986). We note the stability of the
spot-like LCs (Figs. 1 and 2a and b) on the timescale of the ob-
servations, which makes them, in general, easily distinguishable
from the AA Tau-like ones (Figs. 1 and 2c and d). Among the
irregular LCs, some more closely resemble variable accretion
events (variable hot spots, Fig. 1e) and others obscuration by
non-uniform circumstellar material (Fig. 1f), but it is difficult
to decide which process is the dominant one based only on the
CoRoT light curves without any color information. Therefore
we did not make any additional attempt to classify the irregular
systems.

We measured the variability amplitude of a LC as ((Fluxmax−
Fluxmin)/Fluxmedian) × 100. In our sample, the observed CTTS
variability amplitudes range from 3% to 137%, excluding flaring
events. The variability amplitude of spot-like LCs is generally
between about 10% and 15% and most of the stars that have a
variability amplitude larger than 20% have LCs most likely pro-
duced by the obscuration of the stellar photosphere by circum-
stellar material (AA Tau-like). The AA Tau system variability
amplitude, measured from data in the literature, is 76% and 8 of
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-	星表面のhot	spot		

-	星周円盤による遮蔽	

(自転周期)
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(例	1)	星形成
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銀河回転の周期	~	108	yr
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(例	2)	銀河
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epochs are given in columns (2) and (3), respectively. The number
of data points and the average andmedian intervals for the V band
are given in columns (4), (5), and (6), respectively, and those for
the K band are given in columns (7), (8), and (9). The maximum
interval corresponds to the sampling gap due to solar conjunction.
The average interval is longer than the median because of sam-
pling gaps of threemonths due to solar conjunction and occasional
blanks of several weeks caused by bad weather or facility main-
tenance. The median interval of 3–5 days over 2–3 yr is much
shorter than any othermonitoring observations in the near-infrared.
Because of changing weather conditions and/or sudden problems
with the instruments, there are cases for which the observations
were successful in theV band but not in theK band, and vice versa.
Therefore, the number of V-band data points does not necessarily
coincide with that for the K band.

The statistics that characterize the observed variability in the
Vand K bands are given in Table 7. The values in this table were
calculated after the offset flux of the host galaxy in the aperture
was subtracted. For each target AGN, the average flux h f i, the
maximum to minimum flux ratio Rmax, and the normalized vari-
ability amplitude Fvar are given. Here we define Fvar as the vari-
ance of the flux !, corrected for the measurement uncertainty ",
divided by the average flux,

Fvar ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
!2 " "2

p

fh i
; ð2Þ

where

!2 ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

fi " fh ið Þ2; ð3Þ

"2 ¼ 1

N

XN

i¼1

"2i : ð4Þ

It is evident from the values of Fvar in this table that the four
AGNs underwent significant V and K variations during our
monitoring observations.

3.2. Optical Variation

Comparison of flux variations between the B and V bands for
each AGN indicates that their long-timescale variations, as well

Fig. 6.—Optical to near-infrared spectral energy distributions (SEDs) for the
target nuclei, where the host galaxy contribution has been subtracted. The fluxes
shown are averaged over all observing nights. The error bars include the rms
flux variations and subtraction errors. The number below each object name is the
offset value to log f# .

Fig. 7.—Observed BVHK light curves of the NGC 5548 nucleus for the
period from 2001 March to 2003 September.

Fig. 8.—Observed BVJHK light curves of the NGC 4051 nucleus for the
period from 2001 January to 2003 July.

Fig. 9.—Observed BVJHK light curves of the NGC 3227 nucleus for the
period from 2001 November to 2003 June.
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変動	
100日

可視-赤外線	
時間差50日

Accre$on	diskの変動タイムスケール

輝線の変動の時間差		
=>	Broad	line	regionのサイズ

cannot yet obtain spatially resolved images. Previously, Clavel
et al. (1989) measured both the BLR and dust reverberation radii
during the same monitoring campaign for a bright Seyfert 1
galaxy, Fairall 9, and concluded that the hot dust is outside the
BLR. We now examine whether this view is supported by our
measurements of infrared lags.

Figure 32 shows our measurements of infrared lags (NGC
5548, NGC 4051, NGC 3227, and NGC 7469; NGC 4151,
Minezaki et al. 2004), together with previous measurements of
broad-line lags in the literature (Fairall 9, Clavel et al. 1989;
Rodriguez-Pascual et al. 1997; Peterson et al. 2004; NGC 3783,
Reichert et al. 1994; NGC 7469, Wanders et al. 1997; Kriss et al.
2000; Collier et al. 1998; NGC 5548, Peterson et al. 2002; Krolik
et al. 1991; Peterson&Wandel 1999; Dietrich et al. 1993; Korista
et al. 1995; NGC 4151, Clavel et al. 1990; Maoz et al. 1991;
Kaspi et al. 1996; NGC 3227, Winge et al. 1995; Onken et al.
2003; NGC 4051, Shemmer et al. 2003). The optical luminos-
ities corresponding to the broad-line lags are averaged over the
monitoring period in each item in the literature.

Each AGN has a range of lag time for the BLR depending
on the broad emission line used (Korista et al. 1995; Peterson &
Wandel 1999; see also Fig. 32). In general, there is a tendency for
broad emission lines of higher ionization to have smaller lag
times and for those of lower ionization to have larger lag times,
which suggests that the BLR has a radially stratified ionization
structure. Therefore, the BLR extends out to the light-travel
distance corresponding to the largest lag time in each AGN. We
note that a correlation of!t / L0:7 has been suggested for broad
H! emission lines for a wide range of central luminosity of AGNs
including quasars brighter than MV ! "23 (Kaspi et al. 2000),
although their lags for Seyfert galaxies show a fairly large scatter.

Figure 32 shows that the lag times for broad lines are located
below the boundary set by the infrared !t versus MV relation.

Some lags of broad emission lines are beyond the infrared lag
in the same AGN. However, this occurs when such lags for the
BLRweremeasured in a bright state while the infrared lag for hot
dust was measured in a faint state. Such lags for the BLR, after
being corrected for their luminosity dependence, become smaller
than the infrared lag, as actually reported forNGC5548 (Suganuma
et al. 2004).

Thus, the outer radius of the BLR nearly corresponds to the
inner radius of the dust torus. In other words, it is suggested that
the bulk of the emitting region of high-velocity gas is restricted
inside the ‘‘wall’’ of the dust torus, which is located at a distance
determined by the continuum luminosity. Netzer & Laor (1993)
proposed that the dust in the narrow line emitting gas might
separate the BLR from the NLR by suppressing the emission
lines in the dust region, and that this might explain the large
difference in observed properties of broad and narrow emission
lines, such as line width and covering factor. The result presented
in Figure 32 supports their view that the BLR size is determined
by the dust sublimation radius.

5.4. Optical Delay behind X-Ray Variation in NGC 5548

It has been proposed that the UV/optical flux variation in
AGNs originates in the thermal reprocessing of X-ray variability
by the optically thick and geometrically thin accretion disk in its
outer part, while the bulk of the steady component is generated
by viscous processes in the accretion disk itself (e.g., Collin-
Souffrin 1991). In this scheme, the variation of the reprocessed
component in the UV/optical flux should show a lag time of days
or less behind the variation of X-rays released from the geo-
metrically thick hot corona in the inner part of the accretion disk.

For NGC 5548, Clavel et al. (1992) reported a UV lag of
! t ¼ 0$ 6 days behind theX-ray by comparing the light curves
in the hard X-ray (2–10 keV) and the UV (13508). It is not easy
to detect a clear correlation between X-ray and UV/optical var-
iations on short timescales or the lag time between them because
generally the amplitude of UV/optical variation on a short time-
scale is small and difficult to observe.

From observations of optical (5100 8) and hard X-ray (2–
10 keV) fluxes of light curves spanning 6 yr for NGC 5548,
Uttley et al. (2003) reported a strong correlation in their long-
timescale variationwhile onlyweakly restricting!t¼ 0 $15 days.
Since the amplitude of such optical variation is found to exceed
that of the hard X-ray, they argued that X-ray reprocessing is not
a main driver of the long-timescale optical variation, at least for
NGC 5548.

Thus, the problem yet to be answered is whether there is a
clear correlation between X-ray and optical variations on short
timescales. As shown below, because of accurate photometry
and frequent sampling of the V-band light-curve data, we de-
tected, for the first time, the day-basis optical variation having a
small amplitude and a clear lag time behind the X-ray variation,
which is well within a framework of reprocessing the X-ray flux
into the optical flux.

The top panel of Figure 33 shows our V light curve for NGC
5548 (Fig. 7) and the X-ray (2–10 keV) light curve obtained for
the same period from the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE;
Uttley et al. 2003). These two light curves strongly correlate with
each other, but the amplitude of the optical variation is much
smaller than that of the X-ray. The bottom panel shows a portion
of the light curves for a period of MJD % 52;085–52,130 with
an expanded vertical scale for the optical flux. Although the
optical data were not sampled as often as the RXTE data, a day-
basis correlated variation, as well as an optical lag of 1 or 2 days
behind the X-ray, is clearly seen. Cross-correlation analysis gives

Fig. 32.—Lag times plotted against the absolute V magnitude of AGNs.
Filled and thick open symbols show the infrared lags, where each symbol
indicates the same AGN as in Fig. 30. Thin open symbols show the lag times of
broad emission lines for the corresponding AGNs in the literature. Top: Lag
times of only the H! line. Bottom: Lag times of other broad lines.
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cannot yet obtain spatially resolved images. Previously, Clavel
et al. (1989) measured both the BLR and dust reverberation radii
during the same monitoring campaign for a bright Seyfert 1
galaxy, Fairall 9, and concluded that the hot dust is outside the
BLR. We now examine whether this view is supported by our
measurements of infrared lags.

Figure 32 shows our measurements of infrared lags (NGC
5548, NGC 4051, NGC 3227, and NGC 7469; NGC 4151,
Minezaki et al. 2004), together with previous measurements of
broad-line lags in the literature (Fairall 9, Clavel et al. 1989;
Rodriguez-Pascual et al. 1997; Peterson et al. 2004; NGC 3783,
Reichert et al. 1994; NGC 7469, Wanders et al. 1997; Kriss et al.
2000; Collier et al. 1998; NGC 5548, Peterson et al. 2002; Krolik
et al. 1991; Peterson&Wandel 1999; Dietrich et al. 1993; Korista
et al. 1995; NGC 4151, Clavel et al. 1990; Maoz et al. 1991;
Kaspi et al. 1996; NGC 3227, Winge et al. 1995; Onken et al.
2003; NGC 4051, Shemmer et al. 2003). The optical luminos-
ities corresponding to the broad-line lags are averaged over the
monitoring period in each item in the literature.

Each AGN has a range of lag time for the BLR depending
on the broad emission line used (Korista et al. 1995; Peterson &
Wandel 1999; see also Fig. 32). In general, there is a tendency for
broad emission lines of higher ionization to have smaller lag
times and for those of lower ionization to have larger lag times,
which suggests that the BLR has a radially stratified ionization
structure. Therefore, the BLR extends out to the light-travel
distance corresponding to the largest lag time in each AGN. We
note that a correlation of!t / L0:7 has been suggested for broad
H! emission lines for a wide range of central luminosity of AGNs
including quasars brighter than MV ! "23 (Kaspi et al. 2000),
although their lags for Seyfert galaxies show a fairly large scatter.

Figure 32 shows that the lag times for broad lines are located
below the boundary set by the infrared !t versus MV relation.

Some lags of broad emission lines are beyond the infrared lag
in the same AGN. However, this occurs when such lags for the
BLRweremeasured in a bright state while the infrared lag for hot
dust was measured in a faint state. Such lags for the BLR, after
being corrected for their luminosity dependence, become smaller
than the infrared lag, as actually reported forNGC5548 (Suganuma
et al. 2004).

Thus, the outer radius of the BLR nearly corresponds to the
inner radius of the dust torus. In other words, it is suggested that
the bulk of the emitting region of high-velocity gas is restricted
inside the ‘‘wall’’ of the dust torus, which is located at a distance
determined by the continuum luminosity. Netzer & Laor (1993)
proposed that the dust in the narrow line emitting gas might
separate the BLR from the NLR by suppressing the emission
lines in the dust region, and that this might explain the large
difference in observed properties of broad and narrow emission
lines, such as line width and covering factor. The result presented
in Figure 32 supports their view that the BLR size is determined
by the dust sublimation radius.

5.4. Optical Delay behind X-Ray Variation in NGC 5548

It has been proposed that the UV/optical flux variation in
AGNs originates in the thermal reprocessing of X-ray variability
by the optically thick and geometrically thin accretion disk in its
outer part, while the bulk of the steady component is generated
by viscous processes in the accretion disk itself (e.g., Collin-
Souffrin 1991). In this scheme, the variation of the reprocessed
component in the UV/optical flux should show a lag time of days
or less behind the variation of X-rays released from the geo-
metrically thick hot corona in the inner part of the accretion disk.

For NGC 5548, Clavel et al. (1992) reported a UV lag of
! t ¼ 0$ 6 days behind theX-ray by comparing the light curves
in the hard X-ray (2–10 keV) and the UV (13508). It is not easy
to detect a clear correlation between X-ray and UV/optical var-
iations on short timescales or the lag time between them because
generally the amplitude of UV/optical variation on a short time-
scale is small and difficult to observe.

From observations of optical (5100 8) and hard X-ray (2–
10 keV) fluxes of light curves spanning 6 yr for NGC 5548,
Uttley et al. (2003) reported a strong correlation in their long-
timescale variationwhile onlyweakly restricting!t¼ 0 $15 days.
Since the amplitude of such optical variation is found to exceed
that of the hard X-ray, they argued that X-ray reprocessing is not
a main driver of the long-timescale optical variation, at least for
NGC 5548.

Thus, the problem yet to be answered is whether there is a
clear correlation between X-ray and optical variations on short
timescales. As shown below, because of accurate photometry
and frequent sampling of the V-band light-curve data, we de-
tected, for the first time, the day-basis optical variation having a
small amplitude and a clear lag time behind the X-ray variation,
which is well within a framework of reprocessing the X-ray flux
into the optical flux.

The top panel of Figure 33 shows our V light curve for NGC
5548 (Fig. 7) and the X-ray (2–10 keV) light curve obtained for
the same period from the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE;
Uttley et al. 2003). These two light curves strongly correlate with
each other, but the amplitude of the optical variation is much
smaller than that of the X-ray. The bottom panel shows a portion
of the light curves for a period of MJD % 52;085–52,130 with
an expanded vertical scale for the optical flux. Although the
optical data were not sampled as often as the RXTE data, a day-
basis correlated variation, as well as an optical lag of 1 or 2 days
behind the X-ray, is clearly seen. Cross-correlation analysis gives

Fig. 32.—Lag times plotted against the absolute V magnitude of AGNs.
Filled and thick open symbols show the infrared lags, where each symbol
indicates the same AGN as in Fig. 30. Thin open symbols show the lag times of
broad emission lines for the corresponding AGNs in the literature. Top: Lag
times of only the H! line. Bottom: Lag times of other broad lines.
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cannot yet obtain spatially resolved images. Previously, Clavel
et al. (1989) measured both the BLR and dust reverberation radii
during the same monitoring campaign for a bright Seyfert 1
galaxy, Fairall 9, and concluded that the hot dust is outside the
BLR. We now examine whether this view is supported by our
measurements of infrared lags.

Figure 32 shows our measurements of infrared lags (NGC
5548, NGC 4051, NGC 3227, and NGC 7469; NGC 4151,
Minezaki et al. 2004), together with previous measurements of
broad-line lags in the literature (Fairall 9, Clavel et al. 1989;
Rodriguez-Pascual et al. 1997; Peterson et al. 2004; NGC 3783,
Reichert et al. 1994; NGC 7469, Wanders et al. 1997; Kriss et al.
2000; Collier et al. 1998; NGC 5548, Peterson et al. 2002; Krolik
et al. 1991; Peterson&Wandel 1999; Dietrich et al. 1993; Korista
et al. 1995; NGC 4151, Clavel et al. 1990; Maoz et al. 1991;
Kaspi et al. 1996; NGC 3227, Winge et al. 1995; Onken et al.
2003; NGC 4051, Shemmer et al. 2003). The optical luminos-
ities corresponding to the broad-line lags are averaged over the
monitoring period in each item in the literature.

Each AGN has a range of lag time for the BLR depending
on the broad emission line used (Korista et al. 1995; Peterson &
Wandel 1999; see also Fig. 32). In general, there is a tendency for
broad emission lines of higher ionization to have smaller lag
times and for those of lower ionization to have larger lag times,
which suggests that the BLR has a radially stratified ionization
structure. Therefore, the BLR extends out to the light-travel
distance corresponding to the largest lag time in each AGN. We
note that a correlation of!t / L0:7 has been suggested for broad
H! emission lines for a wide range of central luminosity of AGNs
including quasars brighter than MV ! "23 (Kaspi et al. 2000),
although their lags for Seyfert galaxies show a fairly large scatter.

Figure 32 shows that the lag times for broad lines are located
below the boundary set by the infrared !t versus MV relation.

Some lags of broad emission lines are beyond the infrared lag
in the same AGN. However, this occurs when such lags for the
BLRweremeasured in a bright state while the infrared lag for hot
dust was measured in a faint state. Such lags for the BLR, after
being corrected for their luminosity dependence, become smaller
than the infrared lag, as actually reported forNGC5548 (Suganuma
et al. 2004).

Thus, the outer radius of the BLR nearly corresponds to the
inner radius of the dust torus. In other words, it is suggested that
the bulk of the emitting region of high-velocity gas is restricted
inside the ‘‘wall’’ of the dust torus, which is located at a distance
determined by the continuum luminosity. Netzer & Laor (1993)
proposed that the dust in the narrow line emitting gas might
separate the BLR from the NLR by suppressing the emission
lines in the dust region, and that this might explain the large
difference in observed properties of broad and narrow emission
lines, such as line width and covering factor. The result presented
in Figure 32 supports their view that the BLR size is determined
by the dust sublimation radius.

5.4. Optical Delay behind X-Ray Variation in NGC 5548

It has been proposed that the UV/optical flux variation in
AGNs originates in the thermal reprocessing of X-ray variability
by the optically thick and geometrically thin accretion disk in its
outer part, while the bulk of the steady component is generated
by viscous processes in the accretion disk itself (e.g., Collin-
Souffrin 1991). In this scheme, the variation of the reprocessed
component in the UV/optical flux should show a lag time of days
or less behind the variation of X-rays released from the geo-
metrically thick hot corona in the inner part of the accretion disk.

For NGC 5548, Clavel et al. (1992) reported a UV lag of
! t ¼ 0$ 6 days behind theX-ray by comparing the light curves
in the hard X-ray (2–10 keV) and the UV (13508). It is not easy
to detect a clear correlation between X-ray and UV/optical var-
iations on short timescales or the lag time between them because
generally the amplitude of UV/optical variation on a short time-
scale is small and difficult to observe.

From observations of optical (5100 8) and hard X-ray (2–
10 keV) fluxes of light curves spanning 6 yr for NGC 5548,
Uttley et al. (2003) reported a strong correlation in their long-
timescale variationwhile onlyweakly restricting!t¼ 0 $15 days.
Since the amplitude of such optical variation is found to exceed
that of the hard X-ray, they argued that X-ray reprocessing is not
a main driver of the long-timescale optical variation, at least for
NGC 5548.

Thus, the problem yet to be answered is whether there is a
clear correlation between X-ray and optical variations on short
timescales. As shown below, because of accurate photometry
and frequent sampling of the V-band light-curve data, we de-
tected, for the first time, the day-basis optical variation having a
small amplitude and a clear lag time behind the X-ray variation,
which is well within a framework of reprocessing the X-ray flux
into the optical flux.

The top panel of Figure 33 shows our V light curve for NGC
5548 (Fig. 7) and the X-ray (2–10 keV) light curve obtained for
the same period from the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer (RXTE;
Uttley et al. 2003). These two light curves strongly correlate with
each other, but the amplitude of the optical variation is much
smaller than that of the X-ray. The bottom panel shows a portion
of the light curves for a period of MJD % 52;085–52,130 with
an expanded vertical scale for the optical flux. Although the
optical data were not sampled as often as the RXTE data, a day-
basis correlated variation, as well as an optical lag of 1 or 2 days
behind the X-ray, is clearly seen. Cross-correlation analysis gives

Fig. 32.—Lag times plotted against the absolute V magnitude of AGNs.
Filled and thick open symbols show the infrared lags, where each symbol
indicates the same AGN as in Fig. 30. Thin open symbols show the lag times of
broad emission lines for the corresponding AGNs in the literature. Top: Lag
times of only the H! line. Bottom: Lag times of other broad lines.
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赤外の変動の時間差	
	=>	ダストトーラスのサイズ

Suganuma	et	al.	2006

100	light	days	~	0.1	pc
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超巨大BHの合体？

images of PG 13022102, such as the small radio core and sharp bends
in the radio structure very close to the central source, correspond with
features seen in the optical19. An interpretation is that the host galaxy is
a fairly old merger, but that there might be more recent activity, with
the radio source just turning on and possible radio jets just emerging
from the host galaxy. There may also be some indication of relativistic
beaming connected with a jet. It should be noted that OJ 287 also ex-
hibits a similar radio and optical morphology20.

PG 13022102 was spectroscopically monitored over a six-month pe-
riod in 199021 and showed no detectable (greater than 5–10%) change in
any component of its spectrum over that time. This lack of variation is
not inconsistent with the ,60 month period that we have identified. A
SMBH binary may also exhibit double-peak broad line profiles in its spec-
trum for a small window of separation between the pair22 (although disk
emission from an accretion disk around a single source may also produce
the same effect23). At closer distances, the two black holes dynamically
affect the broad-line region clouds as a single complex entity producing
single-peaked spectral lines with asymmetric line profiles. The Balmer

and Paschen series spectral lines in PG 13022102 do not show a dou-
ble peak profile but are consistently asymmetric (Fig. 4). In particular,
a small bump on the red wing of Hb has been reported21, implying a
velocity shift of the order of 200 km s21 between the narrow and broad
components of Hb. One proposed explanation for this is a binary system.
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Figure 2 | The composite light
curve for PG 13022102 over a
period of 7,338 days ( 20 years).
The light curve combines data from
two CRTS telescopes (CSS and
MLS) with historical data from the
LINEAR and ASAS surveys, and
the literature15,16 (see Methods for
details). The error bars represent one
standard deviation errors on the
photometry values. The red dashed
line indicates a sinusoid with period
1,884 days and amplitude 0.14 mag.
The uncertainty in the measured
period is 88 days. Note that this
does not reflect the expected shape
of the periodic waveform, which
will depend on the physical
properties of the system.
MJD, modified Julian day.
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Figure 3 | The composite spectrum for PG 13022102. This combines an
archival GALEX spectrum (ultraviolet) with optical/near-infrared spectra
taken with the Keck and Palomar 200 inch telescopes in April and June 2014.
Fl, flux density. The prominent emission lines are indicated. The median
flux errors are 5.6 3 10216 erg s21 cm22 for the GALEX data (l , 0.3mm),
4.5 3 10216 and 7.6 3 10217 erg s21 cm22, respectively, for the blue
(0.3mm , l , 0.5mm) and red (0.5mm , l , 0.9mm) optical spectra from
Palomar, and 4.6 3 10218 erg s21 cm22 for the Keck near-infrared
(l . 0.9mm) spectrum.
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Figure 4 | The profiles of the Balmer and Paschen series lines of PG
13022102. The data have been modelled with a multi-component line fitting
technique (see Methods for details). a, b, Balmer Hb (a) and Ha (b) have been
fitted using a narrow component (dashed blue line) and a broad Gaussian
(solid orange line). The dashed green line shows the linear continuum
component, and the total fitted profile is shown as a solid red line. Hb requires a
single Gaussian offset from the narrow component but Ha requires two
components—a central Gaussian plus a red wing. c, d, The Paschen lines (Pab
(c) and Paa (d)) also show a consistent small asymmetry on the red side.
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A possible close supermassive black-hole binary in a
quasar with optical periodicity
Matthew J. Graham1, S. G. Djorgovski1, Daniel Stern2, Eilat Glikman3, Andrew J. Drake1, Ashish A. Mahabal1, Ciro Donalek1,
Steve Larson4 & Eric Christensen4

Quasars have long been known to be variable sources at all wave-
lengths. Their optical variability is stochastic and can be due to a
variety of physical mechanisms; it is also well-described statistically
in terms of a damped random walk model1. The recent availability
of large collections of astronomical time series of flux measurements
(light curves2–5) offers new data sets for a systematic exploration of
quasar variability. Here we report the detection of a strong, smooth
periodic signal in the optical variability of the quasar PG 13022102
with a mean observed period of 1,884 6 88 days. It was identified
in a search for periodic variability in a data set of light curves for
247,000 known, spectroscopically confirmed quasars with a temporal
baseline of about 9 years. Although the interpretation of this phe-
nomenon is still uncertain, the most plausible mechanisms involve
a binary system of two supermassive black holes with a subparsec
separation. Such systems are an expected consequence of galaxy mer-
gers and can provide important constraints on models of galaxy for-
mation and evolution.

Subparsec supermassive black-hole (SMBH) binary systems are not
resolvable except possibly with long baseline radio interferometry. An
alternative approach to their detection is through a modulated variability—
caused by, for example, perturbations in their accretion disks or pre-
cession of relativistic jets, if they are present (Fig. 1). The best known
candidate, OJ 2876, has shown a pair of outburst peaks every 12.2 years
for at least the past century: this object can be interpreted as a second-
ary SMBH perturbing the accretion disk of the primary SMBH at reg-
ular intervals7. Systematic searches for equivalent systems to date8–10 have
attempted to identify them from broad-line velocity offsets in their op-
tical and near-infrared spectra, but cannot detect the closest pairs (with
a separation of = 0.1 pc).

We applied a novel joint wavelet and autocorrelation function (ACF)
based technique that identifies objects exhibiting strongly periodic be-
haviour in their light curves (M.J.G. et al., manuscript in preparation)
to the largest set of quasar time series currently available. These are drawn
from the Catalina Real-time Transient Survey (CRTS)11–13. PG 13022
102 (Fig. 2) is the strongest periodic candidate out of 20 objects meet-
ing the selection criteria: strong constant wavelet peak, strong ACF
detection of periodic behaviour, sufficient temporal coverage for 1.5 or
greater cycles at the detected period, and a phased light curve well-
described by a sinusoid. For statistical comparison, we have also gener-
ated a simulated light curve for each known quasar based on a damped
random walk (DRW) model, a standard statistical description of the op-
tical variability of quasars1, using the CRTS time sampling. We find that
only one object from the simulated data of 247,000 quasars satisfies the
same selection criteria, showing that the number of quasars selected is
statistically significant and that strongly periodic behaviour is not ex-
pected as an artefact of a DRW process.

PG 13022102 has a median V-band magnitude of 15.0 and a redshift
of 0.2784, which gives an absolute V-band magnitude of MV 5 225.81,
assuming the 9-year WMAP cosmology14. It is outside the footprint of

the Sloan Digital Sky Survey but is associated with bright infrared and
X-ray sources. It is also a very bright (720 mJy at 4.86 GHz), core-
dominated flat spectrum radio source. Its optical/near-infrared spec-
trum (Fig. 3) shows broad emission lines (Hb, Ha, Pab, Paa) with an
inferred mass of log(M/M[) 5 8.3–9.4 and the object appears to be ra-
diating at or close to its theoretical Eddington limit (log(L/LEdd) 5 0).
The light curve for the quasar is well-fitted by a sinusoid with an ob-
served period of 1,884 6 88 days (corresponding to a rest-frame period
of 1,474 6 69 days) and an amplitude of ,0.14 mag. CRTS data (cover-
ing ,1.8 cycles; that is, May 2005 to the present day) are augmented by
archival monitoring data15,16 available back to May 1993, giving a total
coverage of 4.1 cycles. These data are consistent with the behaviour seen
in the past nine years of CRTS data, particularly with stochastic pho-
tometric variation imposed on a periodic signal. Further simulations
show that the detection is statistically significant, with an observed sig-
nal 40 times the scatter from the mean.

As PG 13022102 is bright and nearby, it has featured in a number of
studies of quasars and their host galaxies. The radio and optical struc-
ture of the source is noted to be unusual. Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
imaging17 shows that the quasar resides in a luminous elliptical host, as
typical for radio-loud quasars18. There are also two companion galaxies
that lie at projected distances of 3 and 6 kpc. Several features in radio

1California Institute of Technology, 1200 East California Boulevard, Pasadena, California 91125, USA. 2Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena,
California 91109, USA. 3Department of Physics, Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vermont 05753, USA. 4Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, Department of Planetary Sciences, University of Arizona, 1629
East University Boulevard, Tucson, Arizona 85721, USA.
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Figure 1 | The parameter space of SMBH binary pairs. The expected orbital
periods for SMBH close binary pairs at the specified separations as a function
of total black-hole mass. The solid upper line for each separation indicates a
z 5 5 track and the solid lower line a z 5 0.05 track, while the two internal
dotted lines show z 5 1.0 (lower) and z 5 2.0 (upper) tracks, respectively.
The hatched region indicates the range over which CRTS has temporal
coverage of 1.5 cycles or more of a periodic signal. The pink shaded region
shows the region of detection for the best CRTS candidate given the range
of virial black-hole masses reported in the literature. Also shown (solid black
star) is the location of the best known SMBH binary candidate, OJ 2876.
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Days after the explosion

Type Ia
Type Ib and Ic

Type II 1043	erg	s-1

1042	erg	s-1

~20	日
~100	日

(例	3)	超新星爆発

拡散タイムスケール

放射性崩壊	

タイムスケール

変動するし、	

いつどこで起きるか分からない



自分が研究している対象(興味のある現象)で	

できるだけ様々なタイムスケールを考えて、見積もり、	

実際に人類のタイムスケールで観測可能そうな場合、	

以下のどちらか選択し、A4	2ページ以内にまとめよ。

レポート課題	実践C

(1) 観測の提案（観測プロポーザル） 
	例:	その観測を行うと何がわかるかを説明し、 
　			どのような望遠鏡/装置で、どのような観測を行うか	

(2)	実際にそのようなアイデアで行われた時間軸観測の論文の紹介 
　		例:	背景、方法の説明と、結果、考察のまとめ



Sec$on	8.	
突発天体研究の最前線

8.1	時間軸天文学	

8.2	突発天体探査	

8.3	マルチメッセンジャー天文学



突発天体を見つけよう	レベル1	(肉眼)



突発天体を見つけよう	レベル1	(肉眼)



突発天体を見つけよう	レベル2	(50cm望遠鏡)

(C:	Rod	Pommier	
 hNps://www.sbig.com)

~10	arcmin

https://www.sbig.com


正解

(C:	Rod	Pommier	
 hNps://www.sbig.com)

https://www.sbig.com


1.5	度
~300,000	天体

突発天体を見つけよう	レベル3	(すばる望遠鏡)



0.5	度	
(30	分角)



10	分角



3	分角



1	分角

超新星



ビフォー



アフター



	1930-1950年代

パロマー	46cm望遠鏡	

初めての系統的な超新星探査

ツヴィッキーら

(C)	Caltech



1990年代
Lick	Observatory	Supernova	Survey	(LOSS)	
-	76cm	Katzman	Automa$c	Imaging	Telescope	
-	CCDを利用	

-	近傍の銀河を自動で監視	

-	~50-80	SNe/yr	
-	<	19-20等級	

			=>	ほぼ全ての超新星を分光追観測

http://w.astro.berkeley.edu/bait/kait.html

C:	KAIT

Smith+11

1524 N. Smith et al.

Figure 1. Relative fractions of CCSN types in a volume-limited sample
from LOSS. This is slightly different from the fractions quoted in Paper II,
in order to better suit the aim of this paper as explained in the text. The main
difference is that we exclude SNe in highly inclined galaxies because of
extinction effects, and we reorganize the class of SNe Ibc-pec (namely, we
moved broad-lined SNe Ic from the ‘Ibc-pec’ category to the ‘Ic’ group).

included them, the fraction of SNe IIn would be significantly higher;
note that even without the SN impostors, however, our relative frac-
tion of SNe IIn is higher than in previous studies (Cappellaro et al.
1997; Smartt 2009). The criteria for excluding an individual SN im-
postor are admittedly somewhat subjective, but this is a necessary
step since the diversity and potential overlap of SNe IIn and massive
star eruptions are not fully understood yet. Generally, if an object
has a peak absolute R or unfiltered magnitude brighter than −15
and has linewidths indicating expansion speeds faster than about
1000 km s−1, we include it as a real SN IIn. Less luminous and
slower objects are considered impostors and are excluded.

Unlike previous studies, we include a category called ‘SNe
Ibc-pec’ (peculiar; see Paper II). This category was necessary to
introduce in Paper II because some SN Ibc vary significantly from
the template light curves used to derive the control times for SNe
Ib and Ic. As such, the ‘Ibc-pec’ category in Paper II includes some

Table 1. Volume-limited core-collapse SN fractions.

SN type Fraction Error
(per cent) (per cent)

Ic 14.9 +4.2/−3.8
Ib 7.1 +3.1/−2.6
Ibc-pec 4.0 +2.0/−2.4
IIb 10.6 +3.6/−3.1
IIn 8.8 +3.3/−2.9
II-L 6.4 +2.9/−2.5
II-P 48.2 +5.7/−5.6

Ibc (all) 26.0 +5.1/−4.8
Ibc+IIb 36.5 +5.5/−5.4

broad-lined SNe Ic such as SN 2002ap that are clearly SNe Ic.
We have moved these to the SN Ic category for the purpose of
this paper, since they clearly correspond to massive stars that have
fully shed their H and He envelopes. This has a small effect on the
overall statistics, because broad-lined SNe Ic are very rare in our
sample, contributing only 1–2 per cent of all CCSNe. This is in
agreement with the recent study of Arcavi et al. (2010), who find
that broad-lined SNe Ic contribute only 1.8 per cent of CCSNe in
large galaxies. It is noteworthy, however, that Arcavi et al. (2010)
find broad-lined SNe Ic to be much more common (∼13 per cent
of CCSNe) in low-metallicity dwarf host galaxies. We also exclude
SNe occurring in highly inclined galaxies, where dust obscuration
may introduce statistical problems that are difficult to correct. As
a result of these minor adjustments, made because our goal of in-
vestigating implications for massive-star evolution is different from
the goal of deriving relative rates and correcting for observational
biases, the relative fractions of various SN types in Table 1 and
Fig. 1 differ slightly from the results in Paper II.

In quoting fractions of various SN types, we ignore metallicity,
galaxy class, and other properties, although we are cognizant of the
importance of these properties and consider them in our discussion
below. The galaxies included in the LOSS survey span a range of
luminosity, with most of the CCSN hosts corresponding roughly
to metallicities of 0.5–2 Z⊙ (Garnett 2002; the LOSS galaxy sam-
ple spans a range of MK from about −20 to −26 mag, but most of
the CCSN hosts are in the range of −22 to −25 mag; see Paper
II). We note some trends in Paper II, such as the fact that SNe IIn
appear to prefer lower luminosity spirals, whereas SNe Ibc seem
to prefer large galaxies and therefore higher metallicity, consistent
with previous studies (Prantzos & Boissier 2003; Prieto et al. 2008;
Boissier & Prantzos 2009). LOSS is biased against very faint dwarf
galaxies, since larger galaxies with potentially more SNe were tar-
geted to yield a richer harvest of SNe. However, low-luminosity
galaxies seem to have more than their expected share of star for-
mation per unit mass, and probably contribute 5–20 per cent of the
local star formation (Young et al. 2008). If unusually luminous SNe
IIn and II-L favour such low-luminosity galaxies, as some recent
studies may imply (Smith et al. 2008b; Miller et al. 2009; Quimby
et al. 2009), then this may slightly raise the relative fractions of
SNe IIn and II-L compared to our study. Recently commissioned
untargeted surveys can help constrain this contribution (see Arcavi
et al. 2010, as noted above regarding broad-lined SNe Ic in dwarf
hosts).

Our volume-limited survey within 60 Mpc includes 80 CCSNe,
compared to the heterogeneous volume-limited study of 92 CCSNe
within 28 Mpc summarized by Smartt (2009). However, because the
LOSS survey was conducted with the same telescope in a system-
atic way, we are able to make proper corrections for the observing
biases, as Paper II describes in detail. We also have much more
complete spectroscopic follow-up observations and we monitor the
photometric evolution of the SNe we discovered, which particu-
larly affects the relative fractions of SN II-P versus II-L, IIn and
IIb, all of which are sometimes called simply ‘Type II’ in initial
reports. Thus, samples of SNe using identifications from initial re-
ports are often unreliable or unspecific, but our study resolves this
issue because our more extensive photometric and spectroscopic
follow-up observations allow us to more reliably place the SNe
in subclasses. Consequently, our observed fractions of CCSN types
differ from those of previous studies in a few key respects. The main
differences compared to SN fractions listed in various studies re-
viewed by Smartt (2009) are as follows.

C⃝ 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 412, 1522–1538
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C⃝ 2011 RAS
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1990年代

Ia型超新星による宇宙論	

-	4m	Blanco	telescope	
-	CCDを利用	

-	遠方宇宙のIa型超新星をターゲット 
　(銀河を監視するのではなく、	

　広い領域を監視)	

-	8m級の望遠鏡で分光

Blanco	telescope

宇宙の加速膨張の発見	
(2011年ノーベル物理学賞)



現在の突発天体探査
Survey 望遠鏡口径	

(m)
視野	
(deg2)

限界等級	
(R	mag)

探査領域/日
(deg2)

LOSS 0.76 0.01 19 1000	galaxy
ROTSE-III 0.45 3.42 18.5 450

PTF 1.26 7.8 21 1000
Pan-STARRS 1.8 7 21.5 6000
SDSS-II 2.5 1.5 22.6 150
SNLS 3.6 1 24.3 2
GOODS 2.5	(HST) 0.003 26 0.04

SkyMapper 1.3 5.7 22 --
Subaru/HSC 8.2 1.75 26.5 3.5

(partly taken from Rau et al. 2009, PASP, 121, 1334)



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_supernova_observation

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_supernova_observation


超新星発見の歴史

h#p://pro`imobrien.com/2014/02/supernova-2014j-in-m82/

http://proftimobrien.com/2014/02/supernova-2014j-in-m82/


超新星発見の歴史

h#p://pro`imobrien.com/2014/02/supernova-2014j-in-m82/

HSCで1日

http://proftimobrien.com/2014/02/supernova-2014j-in-m82/
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感度

領域の広さ

何日・何時間おきに観測するか	
(時間分解能)

時間軸天文学の	

３パラメータ
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時間軸天文学のフロンティア

•より速く	(中小口径望遠鏡で高頻度反復サーベイ)	

•より広く	(小型望遠鏡で全天サーベイ)	

•より深く	(8m級望遠鏡でのサーベイ)



4 S. R. KULKARNI CALTECH OPTICAL OBSERVATORIES PASADENA, CALIFORNIA 91125, USA

The sources of interest to these facilities are connected to spectacular explosions. How-
ever, the horizon (radius of detectability), either for reasons of optical depth (GZK cuto↵;
�� ! e±) or sensitivity, is limited to the Local Universe (say, distance . 100Mpc). Un-
fortunately, these facilities provide relatively poor localization. The study of explosions in
the Local Universe is thus critical for two reasons: (1) sifting through the torrent of false
positives (because the expected rates of sources of interest is a tiny fraction of the known
transients) and (2) improving the localization via low energy observations (which usually
means optical). In Figure 2 we display the phase space informed by theoretical considera-
tions and speculations. Based on the history of our subject we should not be surprised to
find, say a decade from now, that we were not su�ciently imaginative.

Figure 2. Theoretical and physically plausible candidates are marked in the
explosive transient phase space. The original figure is from Rau et al. (2009).
The updated figure (to show the unexplored sub-day phase space) is from the
LSST Science Book (v2.0). Shock breakout is the one assured phenomenon on the
sub-day timescales. Exotica include dirty fireballs, newly minted mini-blazars and
orphan afterglows. With ZTF we aim to probe the sub-day phase space (see §5).

The clarity a↵orded by our singular focus – namely the exploration of the transient
optical sky – allowed us to optimize PTF for transient studies. Specifically, we undertake
the search for transients in a single band (R-band during most of the month and g band
during the darkest period). As a result our target throughput is five times more relative
to multi-color surveys (e.g. PS-1, SkyMapper).

Given the ease with which transients (of all sorts) can be detected, in most instances, the
transient without any additional information for classification does not represent a useful,
let alone a meaningful, advance. It is useful here to make the clear detection between
detection7 and discovery.8 Thus the burden for discovery is considerable since for most

7 By which I mean that a transient has been identified with a reliable degree of certainty.
8By which I mean that the astronomer has a useful idea of the nature of the transient. At the very

minimum we should know if the source is Galactic or extra-galactic. At the next level, it would be useful

LSST	Science	Book	(acer	Rau+09,	Kasliwal+,Kulkarni+)

「時間軸天文学」のフロンティア：より速く
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Figure 2 Early-time flash spectroscopy of iPTF 13dqy reveals flash-ionisation signatures

during the first 2 d after explosion. High-ionisation oxygen emission lines (O VI ��3811,
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爆発数時間後の超新星の	
分光に成功	

=>	濃い星周物質
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Figure 1 Top: A polynomial fit to the Palomar 48-inch r-band light curve of iPTF 13dqy

is used to estimate that the explosion occurred on 2013 Oct. 6.12; thus, this event was

20



Figure 6 The proposed CSM configuration surrounding the progenitor of iPTF 13dqy,

resulting from our multiwavelength observations — a CSM density profile that is both

nearby and confined. The figure summarises the CSM estimates we derive from analyses

of the early-time spectra (at r ⇡ 1014 cm) together with the region excluded by the later

radio observations. The solid diagonal coloured lines denote constant mass-loss rates

between 10�7 and 10�1 M� yr�1 (following ⇢ = Ṁ/4⇡vwindr
2, vwind = 100 km s�1) assuming

an r�2 wind density profile. For an explanation of the lower limit on the mass-loss rate as

obtained by measurement of the H↵ luminosity, see Methods §5. The early-time spectra

29
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爆発の数日前に質量放出？	

=>	恒星進化の常識が変わりつつある



短時間突発天体：他にも色々あるかも

• BH-forming	SN	

• Disk	oudlow	Mej	~0.01	Msun  
t	~	a	few	days	(Kashiyama+15)	

• Accre$on	induced	collapse	of	WDs	

• Disk	oudlow	Mej	~	0.01	Msun		  
t	~	1	day	(Darbha+10)	

•Neutron	star	merger	

• Disk	oudlow,	t	~	a	few	days	(Kasen+15)	

• Free	neutron,	t	~	1	day	(Metzger+15)	

•Unknown	unknown...

BH	or	NS

Mej	~	0.01	Msun



Zwicky	Transient	Facility

PTF:	Palomar	Transient	Factoryのアップグレード

•パロマー	1.2m	シュミット望遠鏡	(P48) 
@	Palomar/California	

•視野:	7.3	deg2		=>	47	deg2	

•感度:	20-21	mag	

•即時追観測	  
1.5m	(P60)	  
5m	(P200)	

P48 P60P200

2018-



P48	(1.2m)



P200	(1948!)

C:	BeNmann/CORBIS

(5m)



ZTF will survey an order of magnitude faster than PTF.

16

PTF ZTF
Active Area 7.26 deg2 47 deg2

Readout 
Time 36 sec 10 sec

Exposure 
Time 60 sec 30 sec

Relative Areal 
Survey Rate 1x 14.7x

Relative 
Volumetric 

Survey Rate
1x 12.3x

New ZTF camera:
16 6k x 6k e2v CCDs

Existing PTF camera
MOSAIC 12k

3800 deg2/hour 
⇒ 3π survey in 8 hours,

> 250 observations/field/year

Eric	Bellm’s	presenta$on

1晩で見える空(~30,000	deg2)は全て観測できる:	20等級	
=>	2時間おきに	~6,000	deg2（今までの数10倍）



Tomoe

東京大学	木曽観測所	1mシュミット望遠鏡@長野県 
Kiso	Wide	Field	Camera	+	Kiso	Supernova	Surveyのアップグレード

Kiso	1.05m	Schmidt	telescope

CMOSセンサーを使った広視野カメラ	
視野:	4	deg2	(CCD)	=>	20	deg2	(CMOS)

2018-
h#p://www.ioa.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/tomoe/index.html

巴御前出陣図	

（東京国立博物館）

http://www.ioa.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/tomoe/index.html


Institute of Astronomy,  The University of Tokyo

Current Status of Conceptual Design Study

The 1st generation wide-field CMOS camera 

x 84 chips

190 Mpixels
760 MB/exposure

Total sky coverage 20 deg2

sensor / package area = 0.3

480 mm

530 m
m

ĭ500 mm = ĭ8.7 deg
vignetting 0.44mag

ĭ225 mm = ĭ3.9 deg
vignetting free area

35mm Full HD CMOS sensor

KWFC-CCD

Photo plate

• 冷却の必要がない	

• 読み出しが早い

• 広視野	(20	deg2)	

• 高効率観測

2時間おきに	~2,000	deg2		:	18	等級



酒向重行氏（東大）のスライドより
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TAOS II

Performance of Time-domain survey
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The numbers in the circles indicate
limiting magnitudes.
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1917

16 Evryscope (10,000 deg2)

未知の時間スケールへ（<	10	秒）



時間軸天文学のフロンティア

•より速く	(中小口径望遠鏡で高頻度反復サーベイ)	

•より広く	(小型望遠鏡で全天サーベイ)	

•より深く	(8m級望遠鏡でのサーベイ)



ASAS-SN:	All-Sky	Automated	Survey	for	SNe
http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~assassin/index.shtml

14cm	自動望遠鏡	x	8

ハワイ チリ

2013-

1晩で全天	(~40,000平方度)を観測可能	
17等級

http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~assassin/index.shtml


近年の明るい（近傍宇宙の）超新星のほとんどを発見	
=>	明るいため、追観測が容易	

詳細な研究が可能
http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~assassin/APOW/apow20150206.html

http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~assassin/APOW/apow20150206.html


時間軸天文学のフロンティア

•より速く	(中小口径望遠鏡で高頻度反復サーベイ)	

•より広く	(小型望遠鏡で全天サーベイ)	

•より深く	(8m級望遠鏡でのサーベイ)



104	CCDチップ	
~	900	メガピクセル	

2	GB/画像	
~300	GB/一晩

3m
3t	!

8.2m	

すばる望遠鏡・Hyper	Suprime	Cam 2014-
遠方天体の観測では最強



NAOJ

1.5	deg

8-10m	望遠鏡の	
典型的な視野	
	~0.15	deg

25-26等級

(1.8	deg2)



偽物

本物

突発天体探査	x	ビッグデータ

1日あたり	
~105-106個 小惑星

変光星
銀河系外突発天体 銀河の変動

本物偽物偽物偽物



機械学習(machine	learning)の導入
人や車の自動認識

本物 偽物

偽物

偽物

偽物

偽物

超新星の自動認識

Morii,	Ikeda,	Tominaga,	Tanaka+2016

SUBARU アイサイト http://www.subaru.jp/eyesight/digest/

顔の自動認識

SONY http://www.sony.jp/cyber-shot/products/DSC-T70/

http://www.subaru.jp/eyesight/digest/
http://www.subaru.jp/eyesight/digest/


LSST:	Large	Synop$c	Survey	Telescope 2022?-

視野:	9.6	deg2	(x5	HSC)	

感度:	25-26	mag	(~	HSC)

https://www.lsst.org

3	ギガピクセル	(~3	x	HSC)	
15	TB	data/1日

8.4m	サーベイ専用	望遠鏡	
(有効口径	6.7m)

https://www.lsst.org


h#p://hsc.mtk.nao.ac.jp/ssp/science/weak-lensing-cosmology/



Chapter 8: The Transient and Variable Universe

Figure 8.4: 28 COVET transients were discovered during a pilot run in 2008A (7 hours) – two novae and the
remainder background supernovae and AGN. Transients with no point source or galaxy host to a limiting magnitude
of r > 24 are classified as hostless. Of the 2,800 candidates, the COVET pipeline automatically rejected 99% as
asteroids or Galactic objects. (Preliminary version from Kasliwal et al. 2009c, in preparation.)

In Table 8.2 and Figure 8.5, we present current best estimates for the rates of various events and
the “grasp” of di⌦erent surveys.

Table 8.2: Properties and Rates for Optical Transientsa

Class Mv � b Universal Rate (UR) PTF Rate LSST Rate

[mag] [days] [yr�1] [yr�1]

Luminous red novae �9..� 13 20..60 (1..10)⇥ 10�13 yr�1 L�1
⇤,K 0.5..8 80..3400

Fallback SNe �4..� 21 0.5..2 < 5⇥ 10�6 Mpc�3 yr�1 <3 <800

Macronovae �13..� 15 0.3..3 10�4..�8 Mpc�3 yr�1 0.3..3 120..1200

SNe .Ia �15..� 17 2..5 (0.6..2)⇥ 10�6 Mpc�3 yr�1 4..25 1400..8000

SNe Ia �17..� 19.5 30..70 c 3⇥ 10�5 Mpc�3 yr�1 700 200000d

SNe II �15..� 20 20..300 (3..8)⇥ 10�5 Mpc�3 yr�1 300 100000d

aTable from Rau et al. (2009b); see references therein. bTime to decay by 2 magnitudes from peak. cUniversal
rate at z < 0.12. dFrom M. Wood-Vasey, personal communication.

The reader should be cautioned that many of these rates are very rough. Indeed, the principal goal
of the Palomar Transient Factory is to accurately establish the rates of foreground and background
events. Finding a handful of rare events with PTF will help LSST to define the metrics needed
to identify these intriguing needles in the haystack. It is clear from Figure 8.5 that the impressive
grasp of LSST is essential to uncovering and understanding the population of these rare transient
events in the Local Universe.

8.3 Explosive Transients in the Distant Universe

Przemek Wozniak, Shrinivas Kulkarni, W. N. Brandt, Ehud Nakar, Arne Rau, A. Gal-Yam, Mansi
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予想される超新星の数

LSST	Science	Book

1年で数10万超新星！



突発天体探査：まとめ
•歴史	

• 1940年	-	:	Zwickyらによる本格的な探査	

• 1987年:	SN	1987A	(ニュートリノ検出)	

• 1990年	-	:	LOSSによる系統的な近傍銀河の監視 
																			Ia型超新星の探査（宇宙の加速膨張）	

•現在	

• 世界中でさまざまな突発天体探査が進行中 時間軸天文学	($me-domain	astronomy)	の時代に	

•重要な3つのパラメータ	

• 感度、領域の広さ、時間分解能	

•小さな望遠鏡でも最先端の研究が可能		

•ビッグデータの時代に突入



Sec$on	8.	
突発天体研究の最前線

8.1	時間軸天文学	

8.2	突発天体探査	

8.3	マルチメッセンジャー天文学



マルチメッセンジャー天文学とは？

電磁波	

（電波、赤外線、可視光、X線、ガンマ線）

重力波 ニュートリノ 宇宙線



重力波	+	電磁波	==>	マルチメッセンジャー天文学！

Abbo#	et	al.	2016,	PRL,	061102

600	deg2

900	deg2

(昨日の談話会)



Observation of Gravitational Waves from a Binary Black Hole Merger

B. P. Abbott et al.*

(LIGO Scientific Collaboration and Virgo Collaboration)
(Received 21 January 2016; published 11 February 2016)

On September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC the two detectors of the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory simultaneously observed a transient gravitational-wave signal. The signal sweeps upwards in
frequency from 35 to 250 Hz with a peak gravitational-wave strain of 1.0 × 10−21. It matches the waveform
predicted by general relativity for the inspiral and merger of a pair of black holes and the ringdown of the
resulting single black hole. The signal was observed with a matched-filter signal-to-noise ratio of 24 and a
false alarm rate estimated to be less than 1 event per 203 000 years, equivalent to a significance greater
than 5.1σ. The source lies at a luminosity distance of 410þ160

−180 Mpc corresponding to a redshift z ¼ 0.09þ0.03
−0.04 .

In the source frame, the initial black hole masses are 36þ5
−4M⊙ and 29þ4

−4M⊙, and the final black hole mass is
62þ4

−4M⊙, with 3.0þ0.5
−0.5M⊙c2 radiated in gravitational waves. All uncertainties define 90% credible intervals.

These observations demonstrate the existence of binary stellar-mass black hole systems. This is the first direct
detection of gravitational waves and the first observation of a binary black hole merger.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.116.061102

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1916, the year after the final formulation of the field
equations of general relativity, Albert Einstein predicted
the existence of gravitational waves. He found that
the linearized weak-field equations had wave solutions:
transverse waves of spatial strain that travel at the speed of
light, generated by time variations of the mass quadrupole
moment of the source [1,2]. Einstein understood that
gravitational-wave amplitudes would be remarkably
small; moreover, until the Chapel Hill conference in
1957 there was significant debate about the physical
reality of gravitational waves [3].
Also in 1916, Schwarzschild published a solution for the

field equations [4] that was later understood to describe a
black hole [5,6], and in 1963 Kerr generalized the solution
to rotating black holes [7]. Starting in the 1970s theoretical
work led to the understanding of black hole quasinormal
modes [8–10], and in the 1990s higher-order post-
Newtonian calculations [11] preceded extensive analytical
studies of relativistic two-body dynamics [12,13]. These
advances, together with numerical relativity breakthroughs
in the past decade [14–16], have enabled modeling of
binary black hole mergers and accurate predictions of
their gravitational waveforms. While numerous black hole
candidates have now been identified through electromag-
netic observations [17–19], black hole mergers have not
previously been observed.

The discovery of the binary pulsar systemPSR B1913þ16
by Hulse and Taylor [20] and subsequent observations of
its energy loss by Taylor and Weisberg [21] demonstrated
the existence of gravitational waves. This discovery,
along with emerging astrophysical understanding [22],
led to the recognition that direct observations of the
amplitude and phase of gravitational waves would enable
studies of additional relativistic systems and provide new
tests of general relativity, especially in the dynamic
strong-field regime.
Experiments to detect gravitational waves began with

Weber and his resonant mass detectors in the 1960s [23],
followed by an international network of cryogenic reso-
nant detectors [24]. Interferometric detectors were first
suggested in the early 1960s [25] and the 1970s [26]. A
study of the noise and performance of such detectors [27],
and further concepts to improve them [28], led to
proposals for long-baseline broadband laser interferome-
ters with the potential for significantly increased sensi-
tivity [29–32]. By the early 2000s, a set of initial detectors
was completed, including TAMA 300 in Japan, GEO 600
in Germany, the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
Observatory (LIGO) in the United States, and Virgo in
Italy. Combinations of these detectors made joint obser-
vations from 2002 through 2011, setting upper limits on a
variety of gravitational-wave sources while evolving into
a global network. In 2015, Advanced LIGO became the
first of a significantly more sensitive network of advanced
detectors to begin observations [33–36].
A century after the fundamental predictions of Einstein

and Schwarzschild, we report the first direct detection of
gravitational waves and the first direct observation of a
binary black hole system merging to form a single black
hole. Our observations provide unique access to the

*Full author list given at the end of the article.

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. Further distri-
bution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and
the published article’s title, journal citation, and DOI.
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Figure 14. Time evolution of neutrino luminosity and average energy (left) and number spectrum of ν̄e (right) from νRHD and PNSC simulations with the
interpolation (13) for the model with (Minit, Z, trevive) = (13 M⊙, 0.02, 100 ms). In the left panel, solid, dashed, and dot-dashed lines represent νe , ν̄e , and νx

(dot-dashed lines), respectively. In the right panel, the lines correspond, from top to bottom, to 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 2, 4, and 15 s after the bounce.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

and shock revival time trevive are compared in Figure 13. The
luminosity and average energy are higher for the models with
larger neutron star mass Mg,NS (see also Figure 11), though the
difference is not so large.

With inequalities (9) and (10), we construct the light curve
models of neutrinos. For this, we introduce a fraction factor of
the accretion term to its maximum, f (t), as a function of time:

F acc
νi

(E, t) = f (t) F acc,max
νi

(E, t). (11)

While f (t) may also depend on the species and energy of
neutrino, we ignore their dependences for simplicity. It is
required for f (t) to satisfy f (t) ∼ 1 for the early phase
(t ∼ 100 ms) and f (t) = 0 for the phase after the explosion.
Using f (t), the neutrino flux is expressed as

Fνi
(E, t) = f (t) F acc,max

νi
(E, t) + F cool

νi
(E, t)

= f (t) F νRHD
νi

(E, t) + (1 − f (t)) F PNSC
νi

(E, t).
(12)

The details of explosion dynamics would determine the function
f (t). For instance, a neutrino signal of the early explosion model
corresponds to a rapidly decaying f (t) and a small neutron star
mass Mg,NS. On the other hand, slowly decaying f (t) and large
Mg,NS give a neutrino signal of the late explosion model.

When supernova neutrinos are actually detected, this study
would help us to probe the nature of progenitor and remnant. As
discussed above, the neutrino luminosity in the accretion phase
(∼100 ms after the neutronization burst) is determined by the
progenitor model especially for the density profile. The signals
in the cooling phase (∼10 s after the neutronization burst) would
provide hints for the mass of remnant neutron star. Moreover,
if the transition from the accretion phase to the cooling phase
is observed, a restriction for the explosion mechanism may be
possible. Our results can hopefully be utilized as immediately
comparable templates for a neutrino detection.

One may be able to use our results for modeling the supernova
neutrino signals. In Figure 14, we demonstrate examples of the

Figure 15. Time evolutions of neutrino luminosity and average energy of νe for
the model with (Minit, Z) = (13 M⊙, 0.02). Thick dashed and thick dot-dashed
lines represent the interpolations (13) with trevive = 100 ms and trevive = 300 ms,
respectively. Thin solid lines show the results of νRHD and thin dashed and thin
dot-dashed lines represent the results of PNSC simulations with trevive = 100 ms
and trevive = 300 ms, respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

neutrino light curve and spectrum. They are drawn under the
assumption,

f (t) =
!

1, t ! trevive + tshift,

exp
"
− t−(trevive+tshift)

τdecay

#
, trevive + tshift < t,

(13)

for the model with (Minit, Z, trevive) = (13 M⊙, 0.02, 100 ms).
The junctions of this interpolation are shown in Figure 15. Since
f (t) corresponds to the fraction of mass accretion rate to its
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Figure 12. The probability of detecting at least a neutrino singlet (dot–
dashed red) and at least a doublet (dashed red) from a CCSN of distance D
away with Hyper-K (left axis). Positron energy bin 18–30 MeV has been
assumed. The equivalents with a Gadolinium-doped Hyper-K are shown by
blue lines as labelled. On the same plot, the cumulative CCSN rate within
distance D is shown (right axis), estimated from observed CCSNe within
the past 15 yr (solid black) and the range of estimates based on observed
galaxy B-band and star formation rates (blue shaded band). The shaded band
includes uncertainties arising from different indicators (B band, H α, and
UV) as well as calibration factors (non-rotating and rotating stellar tracks).
All estimates have been corrected for sky coverage incompleteness (see the
text).

the CCSN as a trigger, narrowing down the time window of neutrino
search. The background rate is ∼0.03 h−1, and by narrowing the
time window to a few hours, the background event will be a small
multiple of 0.03 (see Section 5.2 for more details). The second en-
deavour is background rejection due to Gadolinium doping. In pure
water, the neutron left behind in IBD is captured on free protons and
not registered by the detector. By doping the water with Gadolin-
ium, the Gadolinium readily captures the neutron and produces a
cascade of gamma-rays upon decay, which can be detected by the
PMTs (Beacom & Vagins 2004). This way, IBD and background
can be separated with high efficiency. Dominant backgrounds could
be reduced by a factor ∼5, opening up the wider energy range for
neutrino searches.

The occurrence rate of such opportunities is overlaid in Fig. 12,
where the cumulative CCSN rate estimated directly from CCSN
discoveries is shown (black solid line). We adopt the most recent
15 yr, from 2000–2014 inclusive. We start with the collection of
CCSNe in the past 2000–2011 studied in Horiuchi et al. (2013),
and update it with recent discoveries: SN 2012A in NGC 3239, SN
2012aw in NGC 3351, SN 2014ec in NGC 3351, and SN 2013ej
in NGC 628. For all, we take distances from the 11Mpc H α and
Ultraviolet Galaxy Survey (11HUGS; Kennicutt et al. 2008) cata-
logue of galaxies. There has been on average one CCSN per year
within ∼6 Mpc. Put another way, pure water Hyper-K will have
some ∼20 per cent chance of detecting neutrino doublets or greater
every ∼3 yr.

The CCSN rate can also be estimated from local galaxy cata-
logues. For this, we adopt the CCSN estimates based on galaxy B
bands and galaxy type as reported by Li et al. (2011), as well as four
estimates based on galaxy star formation rate measurements: two
indicators, H α and UV, each with two stellar evolutionary tracks,
non-rotating and rotating. For all estimates, values were first ob-
tained for a well-surveyed patch of sky corresponding to the survey
area of the Local Volume Legacy Survey (Dale et al. 2009), then

corrected for the sky that were not surveyed. The sky-coverage cor-
rection factor is 1.98 (Dale et al. 2009). Since the scatter between
different estimates is larger than the formal uncertainties of each
estimate, we opt to show a band which encapsulates the estimates
from our five methods. Fig. 12 shows that, as pointed out previ-
ously (Ando et al. 2005; Kistler et al. 2011; Horiuchi et al. 2013),
the directly estimated CCSN rate is larger than indirect estimates.

5.2 Electromagnetic waves

We do not discuss the electromagnetic wave signals from extra-
galactic events in detail as they are already well observed. From the
multimessenger point of view, the detection of neutrinos from extra-
galactic events is a significant step for CCSN studies. As discussed
in Section 5.1, for singlet neutrino events, we can reach several Mpc
with Hyper-K. In order to firmly associate singlet neutrino detec-
tions with CCSNe, we need very early detection of electromagnetic
emission, within !1 d after the explosion. For exceptionally well-
observed CCSN, the early light curve can be used to estimate the
collapse time to within a few hours (e.g. Cowen, Franckowiak &
Kowalski 2010), reducing the number of single background events
at neutrino detectors. In other words, electromagnetic surveys act
as triggers and background reduction for neutrino searches.

For this purpose, the entire sky area should be densely monitored
not to miss any CCSNe within ∼5 Mpc. Recent surveys of transients
make it possible to obtain early light curves on a more regular basis.
Since the absolute magnitude of the very early phase (<1 d) of
CCSN is about −14 to −16 mag in optical (Tominaga et al. 2011),
it will be as bright as 14.5–12.5 mag at 5 Mpc (distance modulus of
28.5 mag). This can be detected with small aperture telescopes with
<1 m diameter. Ongoing projects, such as ASAS-SN (Shappee et al.
2014) and Evryscope (Law et al. 2015), will be suitable to monitor
a wide area, and to detect the very early phase of very nearby
CCSNe (Fig. 9). These will provide a significantly better census of
CCSNe in nearby galaxies, each with very early light curves. In the
following section, we discuss the observing strategy in more detail.

5.3 Multimessenger observing strategy

With only several neutrino events, the neutrino burst from an ex-
tragalactic CCSN will reveal IF to look, but it is challenging to
determine WHERE to look. One method to narrow down the survey
area is to use a pre-compiled list of galaxies. For this purpose, the
nearby galaxy catalogue of Karachentsev et al. (2013) is the most
complete. Fig. 13 shows the distribution of nearby galaxies in right
ascension (the declination has been compressed). We label a few of
the prominent clusters of galaxies. These structures explain the ori-
gin of sharp rise in the CCSN rate between 3 and 4 Mpc in Fig. 12.
Also labelled is NGC 253, a prominent nearby star-forming galaxy.

The CCSN rates of the galaxies will serve as a probabilistic guide
for which galaxy hosted the CCSN, which can further strategically
narrow the area to survey. To estimate the CCSN rate of each galaxy,
we adopt a subset of the Karachentsev catalogue for which the star
formation rate can be observationally estimated. About half of the
nearby galaxies have multiband observations from Spitzer-IR, H α,
to GALEX-UV, providing diagnostics of the star formation rate. For
example, the Karachentsev catalogue contains 236 galaxies within
5 Mpc, compared to the H α catalogue’s 131 (Kennicutt et al. 2008),
the UV catalogue’s 154 (Gil de Paz et al. 2007), and the IR cata-
logue’s 112 (Dale et al. 2009). Fortunately, the incompleteness is
most pronounced for the least massive galaxies, and does not dra-
matically impact the completeness of the most important galaxies.
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events and inconsistent with backgrounds from
penetrating muons or with detector artifacts, which
would have been expected to trace the locations of
either the fiducial volume boundary or the posi-
tions of the instrumentation.

As part of our blind analysis, we tested a pre-
defined fixed atmospheric-only neutrino flux

model (5), including a benchmark charm com-
ponent (6), reevaluated using current measure-
ments of the cosmic ray spectrum in this energy
range (7, 8). This adds an additional 1.5 charm
neutrinos to our mean background estimate and
predicts, on average, 6.1 (p/K and charm) back-
ground neutrinos on top of the 6.0 T 3.4 back-

ground muon events. Significance was evaluated
on the basis of the number of events, the total
collected PMT charge of each, and the events’
reconstructed energies and directions (see Mate-
rials and Methods). Our procedure does not allow
us to separately incorporate uncertainties on the
various background components. To nevertheless
obtain an indication of the range of possible
significances, we calculated values relative to
background-only hypotheses with charm at the
level called “standard” in (6) as a benchmark flux
as well as at the level of our current 90% confi-
dence level (CL) experimental bounds (8) (corre-
sponding to 3.8 times standard). To prevent
possible confirmation bias, we split the data set
into two samples. For the 26 new events reported
here, using the benchmark flux, we obtain a sig-
nificance of 3.3s (one-sided). Combined using
Fisher’s method with the 2.8s observation of
the earlier analysis where the two highest energy
events were originally reported (3), and which uses
the same benchmark atmospheric neutrino flux
model, we obtain a final significance for the entire
data set of 28 events of 4.1s. The same calculation
performed a posteriori on all 28 events gives 4.8s.
These two final significances would be reduced to

Fig. 2. Distribution of best-fit de-
posited energies and declinations.
Seven of the events contain muons
(crosses) with an angular resolution
of about 1°, whereas the remainder
are either electromagnetic (EM) or ha-
dronic showers (filled circles) with an
energy-dependent resolution of about
15°. Error bars are 68% confidence in-
tervals including both statistical and
systematic uncertainties. Energies shown
are the energy deposited in the de-
tector, assuming that all light emission
is from electromagnetic showers. For
ne charged-current events, this equals
the neutrino energy; otherwise, it is a lower limit on the neutrino energy. The gap in Edep between 300 TeV
and 1 PeV does not appear to be significant: Gaps of this size or larger appear in 28% of realizations of the
best-fit continuous power-law flux.
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Table 1. Propertiesof the28events.Shownare the deposited electromagnetic-
equivalent energy (the energy deposited by the events in IceCube assuming all
light was made in electromagnetic showers), as well as the arrival time and
direction of each event and its topology (track- or showerlike). The energy shown
is equal to the neutrino energy for ne charged-current events, within experimen-
tal uncertainties, and is otherwise a lower limit on the neutrino energy because

of exiting muons or neutrinos. Errors on energy and the angle include both
statistical and systematic effects. Systematic uncertainties on directions for
showerlike events were determined on an individual basis; track systematic
uncertainties here are equal to 1°, which is an upper limit from studies of the
cosmic ray shadow of the moon (4). Additional per-event information, includ-
ing event displays, can be found in the supplementary materials.

ID Deposited
energy (TeV)

Time
(modified Julian date)

Declination
(degrees)

Right ascension
(degrees)

Median angular error
(degrees) Event type

1 47.6−5.4
+6.5 55,351 −1.8 35.2 16.3 Shower

2 117−15
+15 55,351 −28.0 282.6 25.4 Shower

3 78.7−8.7
+10.8 55,451 −31.2 127.9 ≤1.4 Track

4 165−15
+20 55,477 −51.2 169.5 7.1 Shower

5 71.4−9.0
+9.0 55,513 −0.4 110.6 ≤1.2 Track

6 28.4−2.5
+2.7 55,568 −27.2 133.9 9.8 Shower

7 34.3−4.3
+3.5 55,571 −45.1 15.6 24.1 Shower

8 32.6−11.1
+10.3 55,609 −21.2 182.4 ≤1.3 Track

9 63.2−8.0
+7.1 55,686 33.6 151.3 16.5 Shower

10 97.2−12.4
+10.4 55,695 −29.4 5.0 8.1 Shower

11 88.4−10.7
+12.5 55,715 −8.9 155.3 16.7 Shower

12 104−13
+13 55,739 −52.8 296.1 9.8 Shower

13 253−22
+26 55,756 40.3 67.9 ≤1.2 Track

14 1041−144
+132 55,783 −27.9 265.6 13.2 Shower

15 57.5−7.8
+8.3 55,783 −49.7 287.3 19.7 Shower

16 30.6−3.5
+3.6 55,799 −22.6 192.1 19.4 Shower

17 200−27
+27 55,800 14.5 247.4 11.6 Shower

18 31.5−3.3
+4.6 55,924 −24.8 345.6 ≤1.3 Track

19 71.5−7.2
+7.0 55,926 −59.7 76.9 9.7 Shower

20 1141−133
+143 55,929 −67.2 38.3 10.7 Shower

21 30.2−3.3
+3.5 55,937 −24.0 9.0 20.9 Shower

22 220−24
+21 55,942 −22.1 293.7 12.1 Shower

23 82.2−8.4
+8.6 55,950 −13.2 208.7 ≤1.9 Track

24 30.5−2.6
+3.2 55,951 −15.1 282.2 15.5 Shower

25 33.5−5.0
+4.9 55,967 −14.5 286.0 46.3 Shower

26 210−26
+29 55,979 22.7 143.4 11.8 Shower

27 60.2−5.6
+5.6 56,009 −12.6 121.7 6.6 Shower

28 46.1−4.4
+5.7 56,049 −71.5 164.8 ≤1.3 Track
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Figure 1: Arrival angles and electromagnetic-equivalent deposited energies of the events. Track-like events
are indicated with crosses whereas shower-like events are shown as filled circles. The error bars show 68%
confidence intervals including statistical and systematic errors. Deposited energy as shown here is always a
lower limit on the primary neutrino energy.

ID Edep (TeV) Time (MJD) Decl. (deg.) R.A. (deg.) Ang. Err. (deg.) Topology
38 200.5+16.4

�16.4 56470.11038 13.98 93.34 . 1.2 Track
39 101.3+13.3

�11.6 56480.66179 �17.90 106.17 14.2 Shower
40 157.3+15.9

�16.7 56501.16410 �48.53 143.92 11.7 Shower
41 87.6+8.4

�10.0 56603.11169 3.28 66.09 11.1 Shower
42 76.3+10.3

�11.6 56613.25669 �25.28 42.54 20.7 Shower
43 46.5+5.9

�4.5 56628.56885 �21.98 206.63 . 1.3 Track
44 84.6+7.4

�7.9 56671.87788 0.04 336.71 . 1.2 Track
45 429.9+57.4

�49.1 56679.20447 �86.25 218.96 . 1.2 Track
46 158.0+15.3

�16.6 56688.07029 �22.35 150.47 7.6 Shower
47 74.3+8.3

�7.2 56704.60011 67.38 209.36 . 1.2 Track
48 104.7+13.5

�10.2 56705.94199 �33.15 213.05 8.1 Shower
49 59.9+8.3

�7.9 56722.40836 �26.28 203.20 21.8 Shower
50 22.2+2.3

�2.0 56737.20047 59.30 168.61 8.2 Shower
51 66.2+6.7

�6.1 56759.21596 53.96 88.61 6.5 Shower
52 158.1+16.3

�18.4 56763.54481 �53.96 252.84 7.8 Shower
53 27.6+2.6

�2.2 56767.06630 �37.73 239.02 . 1.2 Track
54 54.5+5.1

�6.3 56769.02960 5.98 170.51 11.6 Shower

Table 1: Properties of the events observed in the fourth year. A list of events #1-#37 can be found in [3].
The Edep column shows the electromagnetic-equivalent deposited energy of each event. “Ang. Err.” shows
the median angular error including systematic uncertainties.
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IceCube Preliminary

Figure 2: Distribution of deposited PMT charges of the events. Atmospheric muon backgrounds (estimated
from data) are shown in red. Due to the incoming track veto, these backgrounds fall much faster than the
overall background at trigger level (black line). The data events in the unshaded region at charges greater
than 6000 p.e. are the events reported in this work. Atmospheric neutrino backgrounds are shown in blue
with 1s uncertainties on the prediction shown as a hatched band. For scale, the 90% CL upper bound on the
charm component of atmospheric neutrinos is shown as a magenta line. The best-fit astrophysical spectra
(assuming an unbroken power-law model) are shown in gray. The dashed line shows a fixed-index spectrum
of E�2, whereas the solid line shows a spectrum with a best-fit spectral index.

IceCube Preliminary

Figure 3: Deposited energies of the observed events with predictions. Colors as in Fig. 2.
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到来方向
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Figure 7: Arrival directions of the events in galactic coordinates. Shower-like events are marked with +
and those containing tracks with ⇥. Colors show the test statistics (TS) for the point-source clustering test
at each location. No significant clustering was found.

6. Future Plans

Other searches in IceCube have managed to reduce the energy threshold for a selection of start-
ing events even further in order to be better able to describe the observed flux and its properties [5],
but at this time they have only been applied to the first two years of data used for this study. We will
continue these lower-threshold searches and will extend them to the full set of data collected by
IceCube. Because of its simplicity and its robustness with respect to systematics when compared
to more detailed searches, the search presented here is well suited towards triggering and providing
input for follow-up observations by other experiments. In the future, we thus plan to continue this
analysis in a more automated manner in order to update the current results with more statistics and
to produce alerts as an input for multi-messenger efforts.
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1. 一様分布と無矛盾	
2. 今のところ、 
ブレーザー/明るいAGNと相関なし	

3. GRBとのタイミング相関もなし
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マルチメッセンジャーへ
2016-:	IceCube	リアルタイムアラート	(~1	degの決定精度)

何を探したら良いかも確立していない！	

　==>	理論＋観測研究のフロンティア



まとめ：マルチメッセンジャー天文学
• 重力波天文学が始まった	

• GW150914,	GW151226	

• ブラックホール同士の合体	

• 実際にマルチメッセンジャー観測も行われた	

• 超新星ニュートリノ	(Super	Kamiokandeなど)	

• 50-100年に1回		

• 高エネルギーニュートリノ	(IceCube)	

• 起源がまだ分からない	<=	高エネルギー宇宙線の起源	

• マルチメッセンジャー観測が始まっている 
(電磁波、宇宙線)



•物理学を使って宇宙の爆発天体に挑む
•星はなぜ爆発するのかを理解する
• 星の構造と星の進化（復習）
• 超新星の爆発メカニズム

•超新星爆発の観測量を理解する
• 電磁波放射のメカニズム
• 観測量から物理を引き出す

•宇宙の元素の起源を理解する
•突発天体天文学を味わう

恒星物理学特論II「超新星爆発の理論と観測」



• 2/13	(月)	2,3,4限	(3回)		

• 全体の概論	

• 星の構造と進化	

• 2/14	(火)	2,3	限	(2回)	+	談話会		

• 超新星爆発のメカニズム	

• 元素の起源	

• 談話会:	重力波天体からの電磁波放射	

• 2/15	(水)	2,3,4限	(3回)		

• 超新星からの電磁波放射	

• 超新星の観測	

• 突発天体探査

予定

成績 • 出席、質問	

• レポート
資料 hNp://th.nao.ac.jp/MEMBER/tanaka/tohoku2017


